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Book Descriptions:

bosch table saw gts1031 manual

They are available for both current tools and tools that are no longer on the market. To find the
correct manual, just enter the model number e.g. 1013VSR. We may already have the answer for
your questions. Text us here. MonFri 7001900 CST. Portable Worm Drive Table Saw Please try
again.Please try again.Includes tool free dust chute clear out on back of table sawIn order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search
again later.This table saw allows users to deliver their cuts faster. The table includes ontool storage
under the table, storing all the accessories.The ergonomic softgrip handle and optimized center of
gravity help make transporting this 52 lbs. saw easy. It has dualside handles that are positioned to
make it easier to load the saw into a truck or set up on a stand or work platform. The base stacks on
the side for transport and stable storage.The allsteel base is durable and helps the saw to hold up
against impacts and other heavyduty job conditions. This lightweight base comes with rubber feet to
help give it great stability when in use. It offers ontool stowing under table, storing the SquareLock
rip fence, Smart Guard System, miter gauge, push stick and wrenches under table for protection
during transport and storage.With auxiliary fence slots and a Tslot miter gauge, this fence has been
designed to be the best and most accurate in the business. It is able to easily glide along the rail for
easy onehanded operation and quick locking into place. The riving knife prevents material from
pinching the blade and offers positions for full upright, splitting and nonthru cutting.The rawls and
riving knife provide superior control over the material while
cutting.http://evergreencans.com/userfiles/compass-m2-user-manual.xml

bosch table saw gts1031 manual, bosch table saw gts1031 manual pdf, bosch table
saw gts1031 manual download, bosch table saw gts1031 manual free, bosch table saw
gts1031 manual instructions.

It has a toolfree dust chute clearout on the back of saw for easy maintenance.Amazon calculates a
product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model
takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified
purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later. Amazon
Customer 5.0 out of 5 stars Heres what I would say about the saw I received 1 It is a jobsite saw. It
has limitations. Should you look to build fine furniture with it. Nope, but I dare say that you could, if
youre willing to put a lot of extra effort into your measurements between every cut, and if you dont
mind some waste. Absolutely! I use mine for building faith chests for our church. I work in an
extremely limited space in my basement shop is about 160 square feet so any table saw larger than
this one is out of the question. But it handles the cuts I need with plenty of power and the accuracy I
need for my purposes. 2 It is relatively safe. Would I love to have a SawStop. You bet, but as I just
indicated, I dont have the room, and I also dont have the money to invest in one. The riving knife
works well, my fence is straight, and I even keep the blade guard on most of the time. 3 It seems
well made. Yes, the engine is a screamer, but you should be wearing ear protection regardless, and I
wish it had a soft start, but it doesnt so.There is a lot of metal in the Bosch, and the plastic is fairly
well protected by the roll cage. If youre looking for a saw that dont want to have to baby at the end
of the day when you throw it in the back of your truck Im not a contractor, but Ive seen the way their
trucks look at the end of a day this is a great candidate. 4 I eventually bought the stand for the saw,
and love it. I keep the saw out, on the stand, and I can move the entire unit into the spot I need it to
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be, with very little exertion. All in all, the saws greatest deficiency is its
size.http://www.hitasymm.com.tr/userfiles/compass-magnum-420-manual.xml

I dont rip 4x8 sheets of plywood on it; I go out in the garage with the circular saw for that. But Ill
likely never have a shop begin enough to rip 4x8 sheets of plywood my shop, as I mentioned, is in the
basement, not the garage, and I live in the upper midwest, so I dont see that ever changing we need
to have space for cars in the garage during the winter so I dont need a saw that can do that. I just
need a saw that cuts straight, doesnt bog down, is small, and, if need be, can travel. The GTS1031
does all of that for me. So my five star rating is based on whether the saw met my expectations. It
has, in every way.I am a contractor, so it did see some use, but we do not pull the table saw out
every day. Or every other day. It lasted just over a year, and was driving me nuts before it crashed.
The fence sucks and wants to be crooked more than straight. Measuring the front of the blade, then
the back of the blade every time after two months of use. The depth adjustment started out easy to
use, but then got real sticky, and the last 6 months needed to be pushed down forcefully before
dialing it down to lower it. So that lasted 8 months before it failed. The stand is still in tact. The saw
recently just blew a bearing I am guessing, or the brake came back to life full time, even when
running. That is another thing, the brake went out, to stop the blade after turning it off, after about
68 months. Nasty metallic sound, and real rough if you hand spin the blade now, like metal bits
through the gears. Again, I would say the table saw comes out of the trailer on average once a week,
and we dont do anything that would warrant these defects. I like the size, it did everything I bought
it for, but was built to a way lower standard than their larger saws. Would not buy again.Once it
arrived I appreciated the light weight and size. Since I wanted to use this saw for cabinetry this is
unacceptable.

I should have paid more attention to the reviews as blade wobble appears to be a chronic problem
with this saw. If you are going to use this saw for cutting framing then it will work. If you need
precision cuts, you need to look else where. Thank goodness for the Amazon return policies and me
keeping the packing materials as the saw is going back.Full time furniture maker and I use this
every day. My shop is limited on space so I wanted something with the power of a cabinet saw in a
compact form. One important safety feature I was looking for was a riving knife and the one here
works wonderfully. The only cons I can think of would be the material on top. A smoother surface
would be nice for feeding but it doesn’t seem to impede operation.This first time I changed blades
the arbor nut was very difficult to remove with the wrenches provided. The wrench provided is
basically worthless. Other than a few small projects here and there this saw was very lightly used.
Im a hobbyist not a contractor. Unfortunately, despite the light use the saw motor started making a
grinding noise. Im very handy so I took the motor assembly apart and found a small sliver of metal
inside the bearing. Bottom line is that I wish I would have purchased the DeWalt DW 745!!It is being
sold above the MRP. I have reported this issue multiple times. But no one gives a damn about
it.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again The Dewalt Saw was lighter 42lbs vs 53lbs
for the Bosch and featured a larger 24 inch rip capacity while the Bosch had to make do with 18
inches. The Bosch on the other hand had the capability to use an 8 inch dado set while the Dewalt
couldnt do dados. I examined both saws closely at a tool superstore in Victoria BC and noticed that
the Bosch was an all around sturdier saw. Where the Dewalt saw used plastic to safe weight, the
Bosch saw used steel to gain strength.

http://www.drupalitalia.org/node/76266

Also the Dewalt saw had to be stored flat and level while the Bosch saw could be stored on its side
where it takes up half the shop space. I chose Bosch as the GTS1031 was a better fit for the kind of
woodworking I wanted to do. I took out the included Bosch blade and replaced it with a Freud
LU79R010 80 tooth thin kerf plywood and melamine blade and the saw shined. With the new blade
my practice cuts on Baltic Birch plywood were perfect. A finishing ready raw plywood edge that
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didnt require any sanding as well there was no tearout. I would have given the saw a five however
there is a serious safety defect in the design of the saw. The place where the cross bar slips into the
riving knive is very flimsy leaving much play when the blade guard is installed. It appears that the
saw simply relies on the weight of the guard assembly to hold it in place and when it is supposedly
locked in place it can easily be knocked out. This resulted in a terrible accident when I was cutting a
half inch thick piece of Baltic Birch using the mitre gauge to assist in a 90 degree crosscut. The
cross bar slipped out of the rear notch on the riving knife and the metal fork hit the new Freud
LU79R010 blade knocking several teeth off. Luckily I was wearing safety glasses and was
immediately able to hit the off switch. Why couldnt Bosch used a positive form of attaching the balde
gaurd to the riving knife. Had they used the same method of a sprung bolt going through a hole in
the riving knife, that was used to attach the antikickback device to the riving knife this accident
never would have happened. How I see it Bosch owes me a new Freud blade. The safety guard cant
even be attached to the riving knife, it can only be clicked into a wobbly unsafe position. Hopefully
Bosch and Amazon stand behind their products enough to make things right again. I feel I deserve a
replacement Freud blade and a new safety guard.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.

http://dieter-sauter.com/images/canon-s110-manual-english.pdf

Please try again I intend to use this with my generator up at my off grid cabin. There are things I like
about it and some things I dont but overall I would recommend this table saw. Its very well designed
and I have begun testing it out in the attached video and will test it out on the generator I intended
to use it with.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I go the folding stand and dust
bag as well. The saw and even the well built folding stand are heavy the guy in the video for it makes
it seem lake you are hauling a rag doll.no. Despite being heavy, the saw unit is awesome with the
various attachments hidden nicely.the stand easy to put together and sturdy and strong when the
saw is easily put on it. I was going to go for Dewalt but having a dust bag to attach means I can
bring this thing into the basement in the winter not lucky enough to have a garage or shed her to
use power tools year round. Looking forward to many years of this little critter sawing up boards for
me..oh.look through the reviews as I did bought because of similarity to Dewalt but Dewalt no
collectionn bag and different requirements for power if you are not using it while hooked into
straight 110 power.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It sure beats the
Mastercraft saw I was using. I put a 60 tooth DeWalt blade on it and it cut some laminate flooring
nicely. I did make some minor adjustments out of the box using a combination square to make sure
the mitre gauge lined up with the true blade angle this is covered in the included instruction
booklet. Lastly I chose this over a similar DeWalt model because this saw has less plastic and more
steel in its construction, which does add a few pounds to the overall weight.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again On board storage of tools is very nice. The settings for the riving
knife are somewhat touchy. I had one incident where it loosened during a cut.
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I stopped the cut in time before it damaged the blade but now Im even more careful setting it. I
bought the dado throat and found it easy to change out the blade. The motor is powerful and handles
cuts well. The miter gauge is a bit flimsy but does the job. The fence sets up easily and is solid. The
height adjustment wheel moves the saw up and down with ease. Overall happy with my
purchase.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It had the better reviews and many
mentioned the quality, precision and ease of setup out of the box. Some also mentioned the power
the saw has. Deal done and in two days, just before Christmas the saw was delivered. It is as the
reviews said, easy to set up, exteremly powerful and had the quality I was looking for. Most
important is the power it has. Many people buy a lesser machine and try to push it beyond its
abilities. This has more than enough power making it safer as youll not need to push it to make the
cuts required. Needless to say I would recommend the Bosch, just make sure you check out pricing
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on Amazon before running of the your local box store.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again I had an issue I brought up with Bosch Feb 12th, the blade appeared loose, would move left to
right but attaching nut tight. After many emails Bosch decided this condition was in fact bad so I
ordered another saw only to find the same issue. Was directed to there technical department that
had to contact Germany to find specs for this problem and told they would contact me the next day,
close to 2 month now and still no answer from Bosch about an issue they deemed unacceptable.
Wonder every time I run some wood if something is going to fly apart.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again La escala esta en sistema imperial, deberian hacer una escala milimetrica.
Junto con las patas plegables que se venden por separado es una maravilla. Yo trabajo en mi depto y
puedo guardarla facil en su lugar asignado.

Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again The riving knife was wayyyy off from factory
and the blade was set to about 87 degrees instead of 90. Make sure you double check all you
alignments before trying to use the saw. This is the first time Ive been disappointed with a Bosch. On
the plus side its very compact, light and on Amazon its cheaper than at Lowes.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Le moteur
est peut etre la meme force que le 4100, mais pas Silencieux. Bruyant comme une Scie a Onglet. Le
guide laterale ne coulisse pas bien. Les coulisses arriere et avant se Puck facilement. Tres Fragile
pour un outil de chantier !Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Con la sierra
correcta realiza todos los cortes que necesitas con suavidad, calibrarla es sencillo y su potencia es
acorde a todo lo que se va a enfrentar. Lo unico malo es que no hay en Mexico y hay que comprar a
parte la bolsa para el polvo de aserrin Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry,
we failed to record your vote. Please try again So easy to use, easy to carry, easy to store. Cuts like a
dream and never lets me down. I would recommend this any day for the quality but also the price. I
believe its priced slightly cheaper than the dewalt table saw which in my opinion doesnt make sense.
I love Dewalt tools but when I see a Bosch table saw I know its quality. Now Ive used it, tested the
theory and its still quality.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to
navigate to the next or previous heading. Learn more The truth is if you’re in any way interested in
the quality of your woodworking or timber cutting, you really can’t afford not to use a table saw.

www.pferde-fuer-unsere-kinder.de/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/162
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The Bosch GTS1031 is one such option that ticks many of the boxes for both keen DIYers and
professional tradespeople alike. With its powerful 4HP motor, more than adequate rip capacity, the
ability to quickly and easily change the blade, important builtin safety features to give you peace of
mind while using it, along with the reputation enjoyed by its manufacturer Bosch, there’s no reason
why it shouldn’t feature high on your list of options. That’s all well and good, but is it the right
choice for you, though.It’s also sturdy and powerful enough thanks to its metal frame and 4HP motor
to make it an excellent choice for professional tradespeople, too. What It Can Be Used For The
following types of cut are possible with the Bosch GTS1031 either using the existing 24T carbide
blade or by changing out the standard blade and insert Rip cuts Cross cuts Miter cuts Bevelled cuts
Dado cuts Rabbet cuts Worktops Powerful Cutting Ability Want to cut through the toughest of
hardwoods with ease. In that case, you’re going to need a table saw with a good horsepower output,
and at 4HP from the Bosch GTS1031, it’s one of the most powerful table saws on the market. The
cutting surface itself is a 10inch, 24tooth carbide blade, which when combined with the powerful
15amp, 5000 RPM motor, gives you plenty of cutting power to handle virtually any DIY requirement
and the majority of commercial woodworking requirements with ease. Carbide blades can also cut
through more robust materials that would usually destroy conventional cutting blades, giving you
the peace of mind that the GTS1031 will be able to handle whatever you throw at it. Power is just
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one aspect of a useful table saw, though. Just as necessary is the flexibility to handle a variety of
cuts, and the GTS1031 makes this possible thanks to some of the features which we’ll discuss in the
next section. Cutting Capacity As mentioned, the Bosch GTS1031 comes as standard with a 10inch,
24T blade size.

Well, this blade size is a popular choice on a lot of table saws including the GTS1031 and the
DEWALT DWE7480, as while they do provide a rougher cut versus blades with more teeth for
example 5080, the larger gaps between the teeth allows for dust to be ejected more efficiently,
resulting in lower heat buildup and reduced motor strain helping you cut larger, tougher
requirements much more easily. The good thing is that you’re not limited to this blade type with the
GTS1031, as you can change out the blade in a flash if you’d prefer a highertoothed option for
smoother cutting. Just turn the wheel located on the front of the table saw, adjust the bevel angle to
whatever is required indicated on the visual gauge, and lock the angle using the red bevel lock
handle and you’re good to go! Here are just a few of the features that make it as easy as possible to
use Switching it on is a case of pressing a single button. Don’t worry about removing the entire table
top to change the blade. Simply remove the handy red table insert to change the blade in a flash.
The squarelock rip fence features an exclusive selfalign feature which you can quickly and easily
move or lock into place by raising or lowering the lock handle. The dust chute can be accessed
without tools for even easier cleaning and maintenance. The Smart Guard system is not only
adjustable 3 positions, but its components Riving Knife, AntiKickback Device, and Barrier Guard
Device are all part of a modular system that requires no tools to assemble or disassemble. The Bosch
GTS1031 features undertable storage to keep items such as the rip fence, smart guard system, push
stick, wrench, and cable cord safe, secure and accounted for during transportation or storage. It also
features a balanced onehanded carry handle to aid portability and make transportation as easy as
possible.

Sturdy Construction If you’re a professional contractor, you probably don’t have the luxury of
keeping your table saw safe and secure in your workshop. As such, you’re going to need a table saw
that is sturdy and durable enough to handle all of the bumps, knocks, and scrapes it’ll experience on
the job site. Thankfully, this is well within the remit of the Bosch GTS1031 given its durable, allsteel
base design. Don’t worry about too much additional weight either, as it’s designed to be as
lightweight only 52 lbs and portable as possible despite its sturdy credentials. The durable fourleg
design of the GTA500 helps keep the table saw planted during use and at a more convenient working
height whenever it ventures outside of your workshop and onto the job site. Safety Features It
shouldn’t come as a surprise that table saws can be dangerous to use if you don’t follow the
manufacturer’s guidelines correctly. Besides detailing key safety instructions in the owner’s manual,
this Bosch table saw also comes with some essential safety features which help increase safety and
reduce the risk of injury to the user. It’s worth noting that each of these safety features are built
around a modular design, meaning you can quickly add or remove them without tools as quickly and
easily as possible we never recommend removing them during use, but it’s handy that they can be
taken off so quickly when preparing to store the GTS1031. Firstly, there’s the Riving Knife and
AntiKickback Device which is an important safety feature on any table saw, and its purpose is to
keep the two cut sections of timber separate as you send a piece of timber through the table saw to
prevent dangerous kickback. Kickback is particularly prevalent during the rip cuts which the
GTS1031 specializes in, and while the riving knife cannot prevent it entirely always follow the
correct usage procedures to minimize the risk of kickback as much as possible, it does a good job of
eliminating a good portion of the risk.

Next up is Barrier Guard Device, and its purpose is to reduce the risk of the operator’s hand coming
into contact with the rotating blade. In the case of the GTS1031, this features a transparent design
to provide as much visibility as possible while increasing the user’s safety. As mentioned above, each



of the removable safety features can be stored under the Bosch GTS1031’s table while not in use see
image below. It comes packed with more than enough features to make it a good match for more
expensive table saws on the market, yet comes at a low enough price tag to offer considerable value
for money. The main drawback in our opinion is the smaller than average rip capacity both left and
right of the blade, with there being alternative table saws in this price bracket that offer a
considerably larger cutting capacity. We’d also welcome a softstart and motor brake function, but if
we’re honest, the Bosch GTS10131 is still more than enough table saw for the vast majority of keen
DIYers and professional tradespeople, and shouldn’t be overlooked as a result especially at this price
point. We’ve included a summary of the various advantages and disadvantages of this particular
Bosch table saw below to help you make up your mind. DIYers and professional tradespeople can
handle the majority of their cutting needs with ease thanks to the GTS1031’s high noload speed of
5000 RPM and durable 10inch, 24T carbide blade. Take advantage of the extendable table top to
support larger pieces of timber during working, and the squarelock rip fence’s exclusive selfalign
feature which can be easily moved or locked into place by simply raising or lowering the lock handle.
Stay safe given the GTS1031’s Smart Guard system which is not only adjustable 3 positions, but its
components Riving Knife, AntiKickback Device, and Barrier Guard Device are all part of a modular
system that requires no tools to assemble or disassemble. Safe and quick!

Be confident in the GTS1031’s ability to handle all the bumps, knocks, and scrapes you can throw at
it given its durable allsteel base design. Store and transport it easily thanks to its relatively
lightweight 52 lbs and its balanced carry handle. It doesn’t feature a motor brake to stop the blade
after shutting off. It doesn’t have a softstart function. Popular Comparison DEWALT DWE7480 vs
Bosch GTS1031 Other than the manufacturer, there are surprisingly few differences between the
DEWALT DWE7480 vs Bosch GTS1031. The GTS1031 also features a slightly higher noload speed of
5000 RPM versus 4800 RPM, and it weighs slightly more at 52 lbs versus the DWE7480’s 48 lbs
surprising given that the DEWALT model is quite a bit larger than the Bosch table saw. We’ve
written a full feature of the DEWALT DWE7480 table saw if you’d like to learn more. Here is a
summary of the key details for each model Scroll table if needed Or, perhaps you’d rather use a dado
cutting blade instead of the standard blade that comes with the GTS1031. Not a problem. Bosch has
you covered with the following GTS1031 accessories Bosch GTA500 Folding Stand for GTS1031 Saw
It features a lightweight 14lbs, foldable design that makes it easier to transport and store while
being durable enough to handle all of your needs at the job site. See It on Amazon Check Price
Bosch TS1012 Zero Clearance Insert GTS1031 It is helpful when performing precision cuts at 90
degrees as it reduces kerf clearance and supports wood closer to reduce chipping. See It on Amazon
Check Price Bosch TS1013 Dado Cutter Insert for GTS1031 See It on Amazon Check Price
Frequently Asked Questions How much assembly is required. There is minimal assembly required,
other than attaching the GTS1031’s smart guard system and the blade. You can find full assembly
instructions along with diagrams in the owner’s manual. Does it come with a blade. Yes, it comes
with a 10inch, 24tooth carbide saw blade. Does it come with a stand.

No, not as standard. You can use the GTA500 stand with this particular Bosch table stand as shown
above. Does it feature a soft start function. No, there is no soft start function on this Bosch table
saw. Is the blade height adjustable. Yes, the blade’s height can be adjusted. Does the GTS1031
feature a motor brake. No, the Bosch GTS1031 doesn’t feature a motor brake to stop the blade after
shutting off. What is the maximum rip size of the Bosch GTS1031. Does the GTS1031 accommodate
dado blades. Yes, although the Bosch TS1013 Dado Insert will be required when changing the
standard blade see accessories section above. Does the top need to be removed to change to a dado
blade. No, you don’t need to remove the entire top to change the blade. The GTS1031 features a
handy red table insert that you can remove quickly and easily to speed up changing the blade. Can a
zero clearance insert be used with this Bosch table saw. Yes, Bosch manufactures and supplies the
TS1012 Zero Clearance insert which can be used with this model. See the GTS10131 accessories



section above for more details.By continuing to use this website you are giving consent to cookies
being used. For information on the types of cookies we use please visit our Privacy Policy. Ok. It
features a compact design and multiple grip areas for easy and convenient transportation. The saw’s
impressive 1,800 W motor delivers its powerful cutting performance for fast work progress.
Additionally, a toolfree lowering of its riving knife enables quick adjustments for creating concealed
cuts. Click OK to extend your time for an additional 30 minutes.The charge will show on the product
detail page of applicable products. Offer subject to change without notice. Nonexpedited orders are
processed for shipment within two business days of payment verification, excluding holidays. You
will receive a shipping confirmation email once your order has shipped.

The email will provide your tracking number and link to the shipping carriers tracking page. This
tool features the Smart Guard System, which helps provide improved control over material while you
cut, using a riving knife system, antikickback pawls and modular blade guard. With a maximum
cutting speed of 5,000 rpm, the Bosch 10inch portable jobsite table saw uses its heavyduty 4 hp
motor to cut through tough materials fast. For durability, the saw has an allsteel base that protects
the tool from harsh working conditions and accidental drops. Carrying the lightweight Bosch
compact jobsite table saw is easy with the onehanded carry handle. For convenience, the tool also
has onboard storage for your rip fence, wrenches, miter gauge and smart guard.
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